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Important words and their meanings

Name ________________________________



Y
yarn Thread produced by spinning – twisting – natural or synthetic fibres. Yarn is

combined by weaving or knitting to form fabrics.
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A
abrasive A materials which smoothes and removes marks from wood, plastic and metals

by scraping and grinding.
ABS (acrylontrile butadiene styrene) A stiff, strong, tough plastic useful for making

frameworks and mechanical parts.
abutment The end supports of a bridge which are embedded in the ground and support

the bridge by resisting forces exerted on them by the bridge.
acid Any substance with pH lest than 7 and turns litmus red.
actions The activities carried out in a flow chart
adhesives Substance used to stick materials together.
aesthetics The area of design concerned with making products look attractive.
alkali Any substance with a pH greater than 7 and turns litmus blue.
amplifier The name used for any component that turns a small input into a large output

e.g. a transistor which turns a small input current into a larger output current.
analogue input Signals received by a computer interface box from electronic sensors that

sense constantly changing values such as temperature, light or sound levels. These sig-
nals have to be converted into digital form in the interface box before they can be
processed by the computer.

anneal To heat and then cool metal so that it is easier to shape.
annotate Add brief notes to your design sketches to make things clearer or to give more

detail.
anthropometric data Information about people’s shapes and sizes.
arrows Used in systems diagrams to show where leaves or enters a sub system
assembly The way the parts of a product are fitted together.
attribute analysis A way of describing a product so that you can develop new designs for

that product.
axle The rod on which wheels are carried. The wheels are either able to spin freely on

the axle or fixed so that they turn with the axle, in which case the rod is called a
shaft.
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W
W
warp (straight grain)  The lengthwise threads in woven fabric, parallel to the selvedge.
weft The threads woven across the width of the fabric through the lengthwise warp

thread.
window mount Displaying 2D work by fixing it behind a mounting sheet of card on

paper with a hole or ‘window/ cut in it.
working drawing A detailed drawing containing all the information needed to make

your product.

X
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V
V (volt) A unit for measuring the force pushing an electric current around a circuit.
vanishing point The point at which lines converge in perspective drawing.
visual elements The features in an object or image that are responsible for its appearance
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B
base One of the legs on a transistor through which a small input current flows.
bearings Material between a rotating shaft and its support which reduces friction e.g. ball

bearings and roller bearings.
bell crank A right-angled level used to change the direction of linear movement.
belt See pulley.
bevel gears Gears with sloping sides that are used to transmit motion between shafts

that are at an angle to each other.
bimetallic strip A strip made of two metals that curls when it is heated.
biodegradable Able to be broken down by the action of micro-organisms.
block The part of a system diagram that changes the signal in some way
brainstorming A way for a group of people to think of lots of ideas quickly.
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U
user guide A set of instructions supplied with a product to ensure that it is used

effectively and safely.
user interface The parts of a system that a user sees, touches, talks to or handles.
user trip Evaluating a product by trying it out.
UV Ultraviolet light.
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C
CAD (computer assisted design) Using a computer to design a product or part of a

product by drawing it on-screen.
CAM (computer aided manufacture) Using a computer to control the machine tools

that make a design.
cam A non-circular wheel that rotates and moves a follower. It can convert rotary

movement into reciprocating or oscillating movement.
cantilever A beam that is supported at one end only.
carbon dioxide A colourless, odourless gas present in the atmosphere. It is formed

during respiration and when organic materials are burnt or decompose.
carcass A box construction which is made from sides joined together.
casing A channel made in fabric for tape, cord or elastic.
cast A product is cast by pouring a liquid into a mould, leaving it to set solid and then

removing the mould.
casting The name given to a product that has been cast.
changeover switch A switch that will turn off one switch at the same time as turning on

another.
circuit An arrangement  of components that provides a continuous pathway through

which an electric current can flow.
cleat A mechanism which uses cams to hold ropes tightly on sailing boats.
closed-loop system A system that responds to changes in its environment by using

feedback from within the system.
closed brief See design brief.
closed question A question to which the answer is a fact rather than a matter of

opinion.
cm (centimetre) A unit for measuring length.  100 cm = 1 metre (m).
collector One of the legs on a transistor through which a large output current flows.
colloids A mixture of two materials in which one material forms a continuous phase

and the other a disperse phase.
colour The way in which an object reflects light gives it colour e.g. red or blue.
command line computer program A means of writing a control program though a

sequence of instructions.
components The name given to the parts that make up a product.
compression When a structure is being squeezed and it pushes back in the opposite

direction it is in compression.
conduction The way heat travels through a solid by particles vibrating and passing this

vibration on to those particles next to them.
conductor A conductor is a material that allows something to pass through it.  An

electrical conductor allows electricity pass through it.  A thermal conductor allows
heat to pass through it.
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T
target chart A way of evaluating a product by listing winners and losers on a circular

chart.
tempering Reheating tool steel very gently to particular temperatures to obtain the

degree of toughness and hardness needed for different types of tools. The colour of
steel shows the temperature reached.

tension When a structure, a rope or a spring is being stretched and pulls back in the
other direction, it is in tension.

texture The feel of food as it is chewed in the mouth.  The feel of the surface of a fabric.
thermal To do with heat.
thermistor A sensor that can be used to detect changes in temperature as part of an

electronic circuit.
thermoplastic A rigid material that becomes soft and pliable on heating and rigid again

on cooling.
thermosetting A property of some liquids that set solid and then cannot be made to

melt or soften by heating.
thumbnails Quick sketches, without detail, for developing your design ideas on paper.
tolerance Allowed variation in size, weight, etc. of the parts for a product.
tone Areas of light and shade added to the drawing of an object to make it look solid.
torsion spring A spring which tries to close when opened out.
torsion When a structure, or part of a structure, is being twisted, it is in torsion.
transistor An electronic component with three legs.  It is turned on by a small current

entering the base leg which then allows a larger current to flow through the other two
legs – the collector and emitter.

transmission mechanisms Mechanisms that transmit force or movement from one place
to another.

translucent A translucent material will let light through but it cannot be seen through
clearly.

transparent A transparent material is one that you can see through.  
triangular test A way of finding out whether people can tell the difference between

slightly different things by giving them three samples to try.
trim Tidying up material after cutting it roughly to shape to get exactly the shape you

want.
typeface See font.
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consistency When you are describing food this means the thickness of a mixture.
continuous phase  That part of a colloid that runs throughout the mixture.
convection The way that heat travels in liquids and gases by currents in which warm

material moves upwards and cold material moves downwards.
convenience foods Food products that are easy to prepare for eating.
conventions Ways of showing information on working drawings that are recognised and

understood all over the world.
corroded Materials, usually metal or stone, that have been eaten away by the action of

their environment.
couplings Connections for shafts which transmit movement from one shaft to another.
cramp An adjustable tool for holding materials  steady while you work on them or while

adhesives set.
crank An arm fixed to a shaft for transmitting motion from that shaft. When the shaft

rotates the arm rotates too.
cut-away view A drawing which shows the construction and internal detail of an object

by showing the outer parts ‘cut away’.
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system boundary This contains all the objects and/or people that you decide to include
in your system.

system diagram A diagram showing how subsystems connect together to form complete
systems.

system diagram computer program A means of writing a control program which shows
the values of the signals as they change.

synthetic A material that has been manufactured.
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D
DTP (desk-top publishing)

Darlington pair A special arrangement of two transistors in an electronic circuit, which
gives a more sensitive and faster response to a sensor than a single transistor.

demonstration model A model of a product or system which is used to show how the
product or system works.

dense Closely packed. A dense material is heavy for its size, e.g. lead.
design brief A summary of the aims of your design and the kind of product that is

needed.  A closed brief says what the  product will be.  An open brief leaves it to you
to decide.

development (net) A flat sheet of material (e.g. paper or card) shaped and cut so that it
can be folded to make a 3D form.

digital input  Signals received by a computer interface box from switches that are either
on or off.

diode An electronic circuit component which can be used with a relay to protect the
circuit from damage.

disperse phase That part of a colloid that is present as small bubbles or droplets.
dominance An overpowering influence of an object or part of an object.
drafting patterns Preparing an accurate paper or card pattern for a textile product,

including all the instructions for making.
DTP (desk-top publishing) Using a computer to design the layout of pages for a

broadhsheet, newspaper, magazine or book.
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S
scale How the size of an object relates to the people who will be using it.
section drawing A way of showing detail hidden inside an object by drawing what you

would see if you cut through it.
see-through drawing A way of showing detail hidden inside an object by drawing it as if

you could see through its ‘skin’.
selvedge The non-fraying edge of woven fabric, parallel to the warp.
sensor An electrical circuit component that can detect changes in its surroundings.
sequence The order in which actions are carried out.
shaft A rod which transmits rotary movement along its length.
shape The outline of an object
shear Cutting thin sheet material with tools that work like scissors, e.g. tin snips.
shear When a structure, or part of a structure, is subject to forces which push up and

down in one place, it is in shear.
signal The information carried between different parts of a system.
single-point perspective view A way of drawing scenes in perspective based on the ideas

that everything disappears at a single point on the horizon.  Special grid paper can be
used.

size How large or small an object is.
sketch model 3D model made using quick techniques and easy-to-work materials so

that you can see whether an idea will work and how it will look.
slider A lever that is made to slide backwards and forwards in a straight line by a

rotating crank and connection link.
social Relationships with other people.
space The amount of area or volume occupied by an object or between different objects.
sprocket A toothed wheel used with a chain to change rotary movement to linear

movement.
stable A stable structure is not easily overbalanced.
star diagram A diagram showing the physical properties, appearance and taste of a food

product.
state The form which a material can take – solid, liquid or gas.
storyboard A way of planning how to carry out a task by drawing a sequence of

pictures.
straight grain See warp.
strategies The different ways you can use to tackle a task.
subsystems Smaller units into which systems can be broken down so that they are easier

to understand.
surface mount Displaying 2D work by fixing it onto sheets of mounting paper or card.
swatch A small sample or collection of samples of fabric.
system A collection of objects and/or people that work together to do a job.  Thinking

about problems in terms of systems helps with the design of complicated products.36
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E
EAR (estimated average requirements) The amount of energy an average person needs

each day.
eccentric A circular wheel with an off-centre axle or shaft.
electronic control system The electronic circuits used to control a device, e.g. the

circuits controlling the opening and closing of automatic doors.
elevation Vertical square-on views of an object or building, to show detail for making,

usually including front elevation and end elevation.
emitter One of the legs of a transistor through which a large output current flows.
emotion Feelings (not thoughts and ideas).
emphasis Stress laid on a particular part of an object to indicate special significance.
energy expenditure The total amount of energy that a person uses during a day. It will

depend on what they do and for how long.
environment The surroundings, e.g. a room, a town, a part, a forest, etc.
enzyme A biological catalyst (a catalyst is a substance that increases the rate of a

chemical reaction.)
ergonome A scale model of a person to help in working out the ergonomics of your

design.
ergonomics The study of how easy it is for people to use their working environment.
exploded view A drawing which shows how all the parts of an object fit together by

showing the object pulled apart.
eye level A line drawn to represent the horizon in a perspective drawing.
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R
rack and pinion  Gear system for changing rotary movement to linear movement.
radiation The way heat is transmitted across empty space.
rank order A sequence, the order of which is worked out according to the strength or

size of a particular feature.
recipe A list of all the ingredients needed for a food product and step-by-step

instructions for making it.
reciprocating movement Movements backwards and forwards in a straight line.
relay An electrical component that uses an electromagnet powered by a small current

from one circuit to operate switches in a separate circuit usually connected to a
different power supply.

resistance In a structure this is the force provided by the structure in response to the
load on the structure. In an electric circuit this is a measure of the difficulty the
electric current has in flowing through the circuit.

RNI (reference nutrient intake)  The amount of nutrients needed by 97 per cent of the
people within a particular age group.

rhythm The way a design repeats itself.
rocking arm A lever that is made to rock to and fro, or oscillate, by the rotating crank

and connecting link.
rotary movement Movement in a complete circle.
r.p.m.  Revolutions per minute.
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Q
quenching To cool  suddenly by plunging into water or oil.
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F
feedback information which tells a closed-loop system when something in its

environment has changed.
ferment a food material ferments when micro-organisms break down the material

producing carbon dioxide and sometimes alcohol.
fittings Things used to fix materials together, e.g. nails, screws, nuts and bolts.
flavour The sensations detected by the tongue which, with smell and texture, give food

its taste.
flow chart A way of planning how to carry out a task by drawing a sequence of boxes

joined by arrows. Each box contains a short statement about one stage.
flow chart computer program A means of writing a control program as a sequence of

actions and decision boxes.
flux A substance used to keep metals clean during soldering.
follower Usually a slider or lever that is moved by a cam or eccentric.
font A particular style of design of lettering.
four-bar linkage A mechanism used to turn rotary movement into oscillating

movement.
fulcrum (pivot) The point of support of a lever, around which it moves.
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P
parallel linkage A mechanism used to keep moving parts parallel.
PCB (printed circuit board) A board with copper tracks that connect electrical and

electronic components as shown on a circuit diagram.
peg and slot mechanism A mechanism in which a peg on a rotating wheel causes a

slotted follower to move backwards and forwards.
performance specification A description of what the product you design will have to do

and possibly how it should look, how it should work and any other requirements it
must meet.

perspective drawing A way of drawing that shows depth as well as height and length.
photosynthesis The process by which living green plants use energy from sunlight to

produce food (glucose) from carbon dioxide and water.
pie chart A circular chart showing data in the form of a circle divided up into portions,

like the slices in a pie.
pin joints A method of joining linkages, which allows the free movement of the linkages

about the joint.
pivot (fulcrum) The point of support of a lever, around which it moves.
pneumatic Driven by compressed air.
positive drive Force being transmitted without slipping by a chain and sprocket or

toothed belt and pulley.
potential divider An arrangement of two resistors used to divide the voltage in a circuit.
presentation drawing/model A well-finished drawing/model of your design idea to show

the client how it will look or work.
procedure The steps for performing a task.
process The action carried out by a sub system.
program The set of instructions used by a computer to carry  out a task.
properties Special features of a material that make it useful for a particular job.
proportion The ratio of the sizes of different parts of an object which can be pleasing –

well proportioned, or displeasing – poorly proportioned.
prototype An accurate detailed model showing what a design will look like and,

sometimes, how it will work.
proving The process in which bread dough is left to rise through the action of yeast.
pulley A wheel used with a belt to change rotary movement to linear movement.
push-to-break switch A switch that will break a connection when pushed but returns to

the on position when released.
push-to-make switch A switch that will make a connection when pushed but returns to

the off position when released.
PVC (polyvinyl chloride) A plastic material which comes in two forms.  The rigid form

is useful for making containers.  The pliable form is used for sheeting and as a fabric.
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G
Gantt chart A chart for planning complex operations. It shows each stage, the time it

will take and where it fits in the overall sequence.
gear A toothed wheel, usually fixed to a shaft so that it rotates at the same speed.
gearing down Using  a gear train to increase output force and reduce speed.
gearing up Using  a gear train to decrease output force and increase speed.
gear train Gear wheels with teeth meshed together so that  one drives the other.
graphics Writing, drawing, printing, decorating, etc. on a flat surface.
grid A sheet marked out with columns and lines to help designers keep the same basic

look for each page of a publication. Or squared paper useful for drawing maps, plans
and 3D views, enlarging and reducing pictures, developing repeat patterns, drafting
patterns and planning circuits and room layouts.
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O
oblique view A simple way of drawing objects to look 3D based on a flat front or side

view.
Ohm (Ω) A unit for measuring resistance in electric circuits.
one-point perspective drawing A way of making a perspective drawing by using the

illusion that things converge in the distance to a single vanishing point.
on/off switch A switch that stays in the position set, either on or off.
opaque An opaque material is one that you cannot see through.
open brief See design brief.
open-ended question A question to which there is more than one right answer. The

answer is an opinion.
open-loop system A system without feedback which cannot respond to changes in its

environment.
operator interface The parts of a system that an operator looks at, touches, talks to or

handles.
orthographic projection A way of drawing the detail of a 3D object or building in 2D

by showing square-on views of the different sides.
oscillating movement Swinging to and fro, like a pendulum.
output All the signals that come out of a system are called outputs.
overlocking machine stitching used to neaten the edges of textile items and prevent

fraying.
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H
hedonic ranking Arranging something in order from ‘like most’ to ‘like least’ (hedonic is

a Greek word meaning pleasure).
hydraulic Operated by liquid under pressure.
hygienic Working in a clean and therefore healthy way.
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N
N (newton) A unit for measuring force.
net (development) a flat sheet of material such as paper or card, shaped and cut so that it

can be folded to make a 3D form.
nutrition To do with eating and what we need to eat to keep fit and healthy.
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I
idler gear a gear wheel placed between two others in a gear train so that the outer

wheels both turn in the same direction.
indicator A light that comes on to tell you that something is happening. Often these are

LEDs.
input All the signals that go into a system are called inputs.
insulation A material that is used to prevent heat transfer. It will keep cold things cold

and hot things hot.
intellectual Thoughts and ideas (not emotion).
interface The place of contact between objects, people and machines, e.g. a computer

interface.
interviewee A person being interviewed.
isometric view A way of showing three dimensions on a drawing.  Special isometric grid

paper can be used.
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M
m (metre) A unit for measuring length. 1m = 100 centimetres (cm).
mdf (medium density fibreboard) A board made from compacted wood fibres.
microprocessor A large integrated circuit that is programmed to control electrical

machines. 
microswitch A small switch that can be operated by weak forces.
microwaves Radiation that can be used to defrost and cook food.
MJ (megajoule) A unit for measuring energy. 1 MJ = 1 000 000 joules (J).
ml (millilitre) A unit for measuring volume of liquids. 1000 ml = 1 litre (l).
mm (millimetre) A unit for measuring length. 10 mm = 1 centimetre (cm)
mould A hollow shape into which a liquid is poured and left to set solid to produce a

product in the shape of the mould.
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J
J (joule) A unit for measuring energy.
jig A mechanism for holding the object you are working and guiding a tool.
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L
latch A way of keeping the output on when the input has stopped, e.g. the wiring of a

relay to bypass a transistor in a sensing circuit.
LDR (light-dependent resistor) A sensor that can be used to detect changes in light

level. It has a high resistance in the dark and a low resistance in the light.
leaf springs Flat springs which try to straighten when they are bent.
LED (light-emitting diode) An electric circuit component that lights up when a current

passes through it.
levers Bars or rods that move about a pivot or fulcrum.
light The amount of illumination on or in an object.
line A long narrow mark used in drawing.
linear movement Movement in a straight line.
linkages Parts used to connect the components of a mechanism so that they move in a

particular way, e.g. crank, link and slider.
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K
kJ (kilojoule) A unit for measuring energy.  1kJ = 1000 joules (J).
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